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mend, and no action whatever was taken upon its deliberations.
The prolonged revolt of Pougatcheff led Catherine to put aside
all plans for reform, if she ever had any. The Instruction,
published to the world in 1767 in Russian, French, and Ger-
man, and in English in 1768, was hailed by Catherine's literary
circle in Paris and elsewhere as a work of enlightenment, and
secured her election to the Berlin Academy.1 Serfs continued
to be beaten with 5000 to 15,000 blows of the rod, from which
they were allowed to recover by not mare than one week in
bed.2
Catherine's foreign policy was simply one of expansion, and
was regarded as veiy glorious. The concrete results were only
moderate. A large part of Poland was annexed in 1772, 1793,
and 1795, but this never became a source of strength to Russia.
Turkey had to cede Azov in 1774. The number of subjects
of Catherine who lost their lives while they were being em-
ployed as instruments for her policy of expansion cannot be
estimated. She also left a terrible legacy of * Questions * for
Europe—the Polish Question, Eastern Question, Russo-
Prussian Question, and many others.
The eighteenth century might almost be called a century
of women sovereigns. There was Anne of England; Elizabeth
Farnese of Spain, who, although not queen in her own right,
dominated the country; Ulrica Eleonora of Sweden, the last
of the direct line of the Vasas; Catherine I of Russia, wife and
successor of Peter the Great; Anna, Elizabeth, and Catherine
II of Russia; and Maria Theresa of Austria. Most of these
great ladies were very warlike, but none so much as Catherine
II. As with Elizabeth of England, so with these sovereigns,
there is always a question whether policies were due to them
or to their ministers. According to the judgment of history,
when the monarchs are men they frame their own policies;
when they are women the ministers are given credit for the
1 The Instruction (or Instructions) is printed in the EngHsh text in Red-
daway, Documents of Catherine the Great (1931), pp. 216-294.
* K. Waliszewski, Le Roman <Fune imperatrice (1894), pp. 345-346.
On p. 350 the inconceivably brutal torture of the knout is minotely described.

